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Cot: A Cornish Valley

All along the north coast of Cornwall are a series of steep
sided valleys cut into the coastal plain each channeling a
stream down to the sea.

These striking incisions into our topography result

the dense vegetation of the valley.This area has

from the rains falling on the higher downs and farms

always provided an incredible vibrant autumnal

inland; rains driven in by the Atlantic south westerly’s.

display that I have celebrated annually in my

Puddling on the grass and heath they later flow

Cot compositions. Up to the nineties Japanese

down and off the flanks of Cornwall, rushing streams

Knotweed contributed to this show, however after

that eat away at the soils, push aside rocks and carry

the NationalTrust’s near elimination of this invasive

them both away in armfuls to the sea.They continue

weed the display changed, subtly but it is still

to follow their own self-made paths; streams that

stunning – the hues of reds and browns and mauves

meander between boulders and hedges under sallow

now largely derived from the swathes of bracken,

and blackthorn acting as boundaries for family

blackthorn and ling. Sallow, elm, the odd stunted

farms and parishes.

oak and sycamore cling to the valley bottoms full

St Just in Penwith, Britain’s most westerly town
sits between two of these beautiful valleys, each with

beneath. As a youth I was drawn to the paintings of

their own stream.To the north of St Just lies the

Bomberg, especially that series of dazzling brilliance,

Tregeseal or KenidjackValley and to the south lies

great sweeping brush marks focused on post-war

CotValley, about a mile out of the town.The name Cot

Trendine.Those vivid bracken orange and reds

seems to be derived from the Old Cornish (Kernewek)

glowing in the late low sunlight, framing the ocean

coth –‘old’, as part of the original name for the ‘manor’

between the valley sides and small carved out fields,

– Bosaverne Cot (CraigWeatherhill 2017).
Cot valley has attracted me for well over three
Tail of the river, 2016
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm

of warbler and finch song with an array of flowers

decades, finding my subject matter along the
stream, on Nanven’s foreshore and immersed in

bisected by the stream; maybe this led to my repeated
use of the colourful valley as a composition.
I went searching for where Cot Stream rises; her
first appearance according to the map should be on a
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patch of heavily mined and quarried heathland about

gossip and the camaraderie of a close community

three miles inland from the coast above the Sancreed

but always with the nagging worries of poverty and

Road.The source was actually a way downhill hidden

their men and boys underground.The din and noise,

in the gorse and brambles nearer Crugkern.

the valley bald, scalped and scraped; all now van-

The slight gin clear shallows tumbled out of the

ished and hidden in and under the healed beauty of

winter twigs to become an immediate stream – its

the colonised montbretia, bracken, three- cornered

gravelly bed littered with domestic pottery shards

leek, post-Dutch elm suckers, a little knotweed still

left from the early lives of the now largely vanished

and that immense diverse Cornish flora.With the

hamlet.Watched by a hidden water rail, by the first

mining over the years so much of the valley was

butterflies of the year and a flock of long tailed tits,

named, referred to and familiar: Ballowall, Balowol,

I sat in the undergrowth and scribbled.

Bellowall, Bal-Luholl, Ball-u-Hall, Balbenewall,

From here the stream flows and tumbles down

Benewall, Bernowall, Benoal Bal, Ballowall, Bal adit,

through Bosworlas Moor under the St Just to

Ballowall Cliff, Riblows, Ribloase, Riblose, Badger,

Kelynack road and into a valley dominated by the

Bellan, Bellon, Bosorne,Wheal Bellan, Ballowall

relics of mining days. Although now a lush vegetated

Bal, Bosorne and Ballowall United, Bosorne East,

beauty spot complete with its own subtropical

Bounds, Little Bounds, Coffen Garrack,Wheal Ferna,

microclimate, this valley can be seen as a microcosm

Wheal Buck, Noon Grease,Wheal Oak,Wheal Owl,

of theWest Penwith landscape as a whole.This place

LittleWheal Owl, Pornanven Bottom, Porthnanven,

was heavily mined for tin ore for many centuries and

St Just East, St Just United East,WhealVenton,

the stream’s waters exploited to power the mills

WhealVenten,WhealVean,Venton East Moor,Wheal

and tin dressing works, the ore being extracted from

Whidden,WhealVulcan,WhealVolkan, Carnleskis,

the stream’s bed itself as well as deep underground.

Carnliskes, Carn Leskys, Hermon Mine, Lower

In the winter bareness the valley sides are visibly
still scarred with the trenches and shafts from
these works although later often hidden under the
vegetation.Walking down the valley you are aware
of the mine buildings’ ruins, the still standing gables,
walls and stone columns. I see them now standing
as memorials to all those hard-working lives – the
balmaids with their spalling hammers – the mind
numbing drudgery, back breaking work only aided with
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The din and noise, the valley bald, scalped and
scraped; all now vanished and hidden in and under
the healed beauty of the colonised montbretia

Cot winter’s bare bones and their shadows, 2015
mixed media on linen, 125 × 325 cm

Hermon, Clugea Bounds, Letcha, LetchaVean, Rose

an array of small granite cottages and smallholdings

Reen,The Reens,The Reins, Greeb Point,Wheal

in between. Here I drew and painted fields of cattle,

Oak, Durloe, SouthWheal Rose, Pornanven Bottom,

cauliflower and potatoes checkering these lands,

Penanwell,Wheal Diamond,Wheal Damsel.

separated by vivid gorse encrusted granite hedges.

The upper reaches of the watershed are largely

The lower part of the valley is now managed by the

agricultural with the Bosworlas, Kelynack, Letcha

NationalTrust, its footpaths and coastal paths visited

and Bosorne farmsteads dominating the skylines and

by large numbers of walkers, tourists and residents.
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The joy from hearing a

Daily I meet familiar faces heading down Cot, walking

on an empty hillside or stream bank.The otters have

valley, words then lines of poetry may form; the

the dog, taking the kids to the sea or big-booted

returned to the valley as well, now occasionally

painting starts to slowly appear under my fingertips.

chough call is a bonus

walking stick-clutching couples, heavily laden

spotted along the stream or frolicking in the surf with

Later, when the sun has dropped and the moon risen

backpackers struggling silently in their pursuit for

their young. In the autumn hundreds of twitchers

over the valley, I try to recross the steam only to have

when I am out painting in

their Lands End destination.

appear searching for elusive, rare and exhausted

to wade through freezing waters in the semi darkness

migrating birds blown off course into this sheltering

in unbelievable beauty.

some solitary spot on an

Nanven, Pornanven or Penanwell [Cot Beach] the

valley; the twitchers being a herding or flocking

waters cutting through that extraordinary raised

species themselves, quite fascinating.

empty hillside or stream

The stream flows into the Atlantic at Porth

beach, the mass of ovoid boulders apparently

I work – I choose a stretch of stream, clambering

For this exhibition I chose to focus entirely on
this one small piece of Cornwall, following the
stream from source to sea and noting the wildlife –

deposited 120,000 years ago, ‘the dinosaur eggs’.

across on a swaying branch, balancing on wobbly

the plants and animals that kept me company in my

Now protected and appreciated but until recently

stepping-stones or leaping to reach the hidden and

solitary wanderings. Criss-crossing and revisiting

frequently pinched and dragged away to decorate

rarely visited other bank. I look up or downstream,

the valley, new sites have been discovered and old

St Just gardens and gate posts. Challenging glowing

appreciating the meanders disappearing into

haunts reworked. Large tarpaulin sized sheets of

spheres for painting subjects with their symmetry,

bracken and montbretia, light filtered through twiggy

canvas have been laid out beneath the Cornish

perfection and brightness, at the foot of the towering

elms or spangles and sparkles on the mini rapids.

skies to be daubed and painted in my endeavours.

well, now occasionally

cliffs of Carn Gloose.

A laptop square of ply or a torn sheet of paper

The banks have been perched upon to produce the

overhanging tree for shade or shelter, or hunkering

becomes my focus and I immerse myself, lose myself

smaller studies of the waters’ flow and rush; this

down into the bracken out of the gales and hale and

spotted along the stream

to animate our cliffs once again; the RSPB and their

in responding to this place, pouring, scraping,

place has been scrutinised and analysed.Walking

horizontal rain all inflict on the piece being worked

volunteers can be seen stalking the valley, keeping

splashing and brushing the riverbanks and neighbour-

always leads to new discoveries but so does bath-

on; some lead to frustrating challenges and fail-

or frolicking in the surf

an eye on the choughs and their recent successes –

hood onto my surface. Birds entertain me, insects

ing in the cold waters of the stream and the sea.

ures; some produce successes.The valley steers,

chicks raised in the mines, fed on the grammersows

visit, midges nibble while the wind and sun, the rain

Early mornings, moody afternoons, dusk, and under

shapes and colours the work.

with their young

from the cliff.The joy from hearing a chough call is a

and cold all try to frustrate my efforts. As my mind

moonlight all have a different feel, as do the chang-

bonus when I am out painting in some solitary spot

wanders, I remember extracts I have read about the

ing seasons and weather systems. Hiding under an

bank. The otters have
returned to the valley as
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Here the choughs and peregrines have returned

Kurt Jackson 2017
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Cot February

Re[a]dy
The valley sides
And valley floor
Coated in a thick rich growth
Autumn fur
Of reds and browns
Russet and tangerine peel orange
Glowing, vivid, rusty
In the low sunlight
A fox’s pelt
Flung across this land
Vixen or dog
Cub soft,
Luxuriantly wrapped
A deep layer
Of bracken and bramble
Cushioned, insulated
Ready for the winter
Nov 2016

Elm suckers
Suckered elms
Fill the valley
All twigs and sticks
Connecting earth
To sky
A naked lattice
Risen upwards
Silhouetted,
An etched fringe
To the winter showers
And woven through
A single filament of silver
The stream snakes
Between and amongst
All the gubbins
And whatnot
Of old growth
And valley sediments,
The winter rot
And lethargy
The waters’ fuse threads
Through these dormant times,
This dark dormitory
Soon to be woken.

And this is where she rises, Cot stream source, Crugkern, March 2017
mixed media on wood panel, 22 × 23 cm

Feb 2016
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Little London, December 2011
mixed media on paper, 19 × 21 cm

Cot birth, burbling out of the undergrowth, Crugkern, March 2017
mixed media on paper, 57 × 60 cm
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11

Bosworlas, last few leaves, November 2016
mixed media on museum board, 16 × 18 cm

12

Orange cows, gorse and granite, Bosworlas, May 2017
mixed media on paper, 14 × 46 cm
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Old pint milk bottles and primroses, Bosworlas Moor, 2017
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm
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Bosworlas rookery, Jasmine Cottage, Spring 2017
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm

15

Bosworlas, boulders as big as houses January 2013
mixed media on museum board, 18 × 22 cm

Stream trickle and traffic rumble, Kelynack morning, Feast Monday 2016
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm
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17

Kelynack farmyard, February 2012
mixed media on museum board, 20 × 24 cm
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Chy gwythyas, Brook Cottage, Rosevale, Cot, 2017
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm
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The stream is loud today as she flows under the ivy clad elders, February 2015
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm

20

Barebones, February 2015
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm
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And every twist and bend has a reason, 2015
mixed media on paper, 95 × 350 cm
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Down, through,
between and out, 2017
mixed media on canvas
155 × 155 cm

Sunlight and shade, Cot Traveller’s Joy, November 2016
mixed media on paper, 60 × 57 cm
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Cot winter’s bare bones and their shadows, 2015
mixed media on linen, 125 × 325 cm

26

27

Bosorne post van, November 2016
mixed media on museum board, 20 × 23 cm

Spring is round the corner, 2016
mixed media on paper, 56 × 63 cm

28

29

Letcha, November 2016
mixed media on museum board, 18 × 21 cm

Under the elder and past the young sycamores February 2015
mixed media on museum board, 22 × 22 cm

White bobble hat and three dogs, Bosorne, February 2017
mixed media on museum board, 35 × 35 cm

30

31

Adder path, 2017
mixed media on linen
200 × 330 cm
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Cot sticks, February 2015
mixed media on museum board, 22 × 22 cm

Dropwort, sallow, wood pigeon and robin, Upstream, May 2017
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm
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Bracken and bramble, March 2016
mixed media on museum board, 16 × 18 cm

Waiting for Spring, February 2015
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm

36

Small Cot, down, under, through, between, October 2016
mixed media on paper, 30 × 28 cm

37

Chattering around the rock, October 2016
mixed media on paper, 16 × 17 cm

Cot Spring morning, March 2016
mixed media on mount board, 15 × 15 cm
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Autumn down Cot, November 2016
mixed media on museum board, 35 × 35 cm

Sallow and elm, downstream, May 2017
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm

39

Under the elms past the dropwort, October 2016
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm

Autumn flows down Cot, October 2016
mixed media on paper 61 × 57 cm

40

41

Stream rush,
bramble whisper,
bracken rustle, 2017
mixed media on canvas
122 × 122 cm

Moon over old growth, moon over new growth, 2017
mixed media on board 60 × 60 cm

42

43

Winter rushing, February 2015
mixed media on museum board, 27 × 22 cm
A still evening heading down to the sea, January 2017
mixed media on paper, 57 × 60 cm

44

45

Hot Cot, May 2017
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm

46

Bee buzz, pheasant’s cough, April 2017
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm

47

Bright Christmas Eve, 2015
mixed media on wood panel, 23 × 14 cm

Pretty post-industrial pretty, 2016
mixed media and collage on canvas 182 × 182 cm
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49

Stream and dropwort
and bird song, 2017
mixed media on canvas
91.5 × 91.5 cm

50

Sun in, sun out
Cot, 2016
mixed media on canvas
91.5 × 91.5 cm
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Cot palmate newts, April 2017
mixed media on museum board, 37 × 22 cm

Golden Valley, 2017
oak, wax, brass, brass leaf in glass dome
37 × 22 cm diameter
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A glass of Cot[1] – kidney vetch,
three cornered leek and dandelion, 2017
mixed media on museum board, 22 × 16 cm
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A glass of Cot [2] – sea pink, birdsfoot trefoil,
sea campion and pink campion, 2017
mixed media on museum board, 22 × 16 cm

A glass of Cot [3] – bluebells, oxeyes, scabious,
stitchwort, buttercup, herb robert and campion, 2017
mixed media on museum board 22 × 16 cm

A glass of Cot [4] – buttercup, scabious, bluebells,
oxeyes, herb robert, campion and stitchwort, 2017
mixed media on museum board 22 × 16 cm
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Tin stream, 2017
oil and mixed media
and granite dust
on canvas
400 × 100 cm

Cot Stream meets the sea one morning in a huge storm, February 2016
mixed media on museum board, 15 × 23 cm

Tail of the river, 2016
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm
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Tail of the river, Cot, Penanwell, Porth Nanven, 2017
mixed media on museum board 39 × 20 cm

59

Sun down behind me, November 2016
mixed media on paper, 38 × 39 cm

Nanven’s silence and beauty, May 2017
mixed media on paper, 57 × 59 cm

60

61

Towards the end of a beautiful day Penanwell, 2016
mixed media on paper, 28 × 30 cm

Between the Brisons and Carn Gloose Cliff, May 2017
mixed media on paper, 57 × 60 cm

62

63

Where does the
sky begin? 2016
mixed media on linen,
175 × 200 cm

Playing in the wind and sun, November 2016
mixed media on wood panel, 60 × 60 cm
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Fritillaries. 2013
earthenware, diameter 55 cm
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Follow the stream through the flowers to the sea,
2013 earthenware, diameter 47cm

On western shores, 2013
earthenware, diameter 33cm
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A dedicated environmentalist and true polymath,

career so far; A New Genre of Landscape Painting

University. He is an ambassador for Survival

The Jackson Foundation is a unique and ambitious

Jackson’s holistic approach to his subject blends

(2010), Sketchbooks (2012) and A Kurt Jackson

International and frequently works with Friends

art space celebrating and championing arts and the

art and politics seamlessly, providing a springboard

Bestiary (2015). A Sansom & Company published

of the Earth, Greenpeace,WaterAid, Oxfam and

natural world.

to create a hugely varied body of work unconstrained

book based on his touring exhibition Place was

CornwallWildlifeTrust. He is an academician at

by format or scale.

released in 2014.

the RoyalWest of England Academy.

Jackson’s artistic practice ranges from his

Jackson regularly contributes to radio and

Housed within a massive ex-industrial building

of environmental and non profit organisations.

high efficiency solar panels and ground-source heat

This exciting and versatile world class art gallery

pumps the Foundation goes further by delivering

is free to the public, bridging the gap between public

paintings within Cornwall by one of its two zero-

and private art centres and is the ideal venue to

emission fully electric cars, which the full time staff
also uses for commuting purposes.

in the centre of the thriving former mining town

view Kurt Jackson’s varied and eclectic range of

Kurt Jackson and his wife Caroline live and

of St Just-in-Penwith, the Foundation was set up

artistic expression spanning painting, poetry,
sculpture, installation and film.

Providing employment for local people, raising

trademark visceral plein-air sessions to studio work

television and presents environmentally informed

work in the most-westerly town in Britain, St Just-

by leading contemporary artist Kurt Jackson and

and embraces an extensive range of materials and

art documentaries for the BBC. He has an Honorary

in-Penwith where in 2015 they set up the Jackson

his wife Caroline and hosts an annual programme

techniques including mixed media, large canvases,

Doctorate (DLitt) from Exeter University and is an

Foundation.They have three grown children, Seth,

of quality contemporary exhibitions involving

space is a green build and is a sustainably managed

has given so much to the Jackson Family, the Found

print-making and sculpture.

Honorary Fellow of St Peter’s College, Oxford

Zinzi and Chloe and four young grandchildren.

Jackson working in partnership with a variety

carbon-positive concern. Powered by an array of

ation works to become a positive force for change.

The son of artists, Jackson was born in Blandford,
Dorset in 1961.While studying Zoology at Oxford

This family run environmentally focused art

awareness and funds for groups working to protect
the environment and giving back to a community that

The Jackson Foundation aims to provide a space,
open to one and all, to reflect on our symbiotic rela-

University he spent most of his time painting and

tionship with the natural world, and the rewards to

attending courses at Ruskin College of Art. On

be found by taking a step back and looking around;

gaining his degree he travelled extensively and

to see the world through Kurt Jackson’s eyes.

independently, painting wherever he went before
putting down roots in Cornwall with his wife
Caroline in 1984.
A dedication to and celebration of the environment
is intrinsic to both his politics and his art; a holistic
involvement with his subject informs his formal
innovations. Jackson’s focus on the complexity,
diversity and fragility of the natural world has led
to artist-in-residencies on the Greenpeace ship
Esperanza, the Eden Project and, for nearly twenty
years, the Glastonbury Festival, which has become
a staple of his annual working calendar.
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Over the past thirty years Jackson has had
numerous art publications released to accompany
his exhibitions.Three monographs on Jackson have
been published by Lund Humphries depicting his
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